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The present monograph constitutes Part I of the material which
will be eventually written. If living objects are defined to be open
thermodynamic systems which create and mainta___ _nte_nal states of low entropy
by dissipating energy, then ordy certain environments are favorable to llfe.
One measure of the ability of an environment to support life is its entropy
production. A finer measure of the ability of an env_'onment to support
llfe is the efficiency with which th_ available solar energy can be
converted to useful mechanical _ork. The maximum efficiency with which
thermal energy can be converted to useful mechanical power is considered
for two idealized best engines. An upper bound is postulated for the
power efficiency of ar_ actual heat engine which is less than the Carnot
efficiency. The likelihood of llfe havir_ entered the solar system from
without is considered. It is indicated th-_ sophisticated lif_ fox
might be found close to the sun.
Part II w_1_!lexamine the pot_ntla]_ of the various planets, asteroids_
and sun for susta_zh_g llfe, ut_lizlng some of the general theory derived in
the present monograph.
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INTRO_UCTION
There has been considerable spec,Aiationabout the possible Gxistence
of life on the various planets in the mclar system (eg., Jackson and Moore,
1962; Oparin and Fesenkov, 1961; and Tocquet, 1962). This speculation has
b_n large]_ limited to estimating the static characteristics of a planet's
surface. The temperature, pressure, chemical composition of the atmosphere
of the planets have been co:,cideredto get some idea of the type of
chemical compounds that might exist on the planet. It is generally
assumed that life must be based upon carbon c_,emistl_r _qd that the environment
must be capable of supporting complex organic compounds such as found on the
earth. Beeaumo ___reon +-_-
_ v_,. e_-_h Lend.s to favor the production of compounds
that show optical rotary activity while inorganic _nthesis does not, it
has been proposed that life might be detected on the surface of a planet by
measuring the optical activity of the compounds found on the surface.(S_ryer,1966).
While the use of chemical techniques to evaluate the possibility of
life existing on the various planets should be capable of estimating the
likelihood 6f ear_h-like life being preu_b, it cannot yield a proper
estimate of the likelihood _extreae_ alien life forms existing. A novel
and more fundamental approach to the problem is proposed here. Rather than.
identify-inglife by its chemical structure and its static characteristics,
it is proposed tha_ life may be better identified by its thermo'_y_..mmic
be.h_vior, FOr _ampie, iiz'e consumes hlgn utility energy in order to
maintain a_. internal state of low entropy; so that the constmption of energy
m_v be chosen as one thermod_ behavioral ch-_raeteristicwhich serves
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to dietir_h the living from the nonliving. Xt is the dynamic, r_her
than the static, characteristics of the surface of a planet which can, thus,
yield more pertinent information with respect to the problem of _h_ like-
lihood of life existing. For _xample, an environment favorable to life
mu_t supply high utility ener_ at a constant rste _ order to support the
energy requirements of life.
PROPOSED DEFINITION OF LIFE
Before it is possible to estlm_te the likelihood of life occurring
somewhere in the solar system, it is naee_-_-_-yto e_abllsh some means of
identlf_ing l__if_. As is now generally recognized, there is no absolute
way to dist_nm_sh living _bJA_+.-_cm -_-_"_-- objects (Plrie, 1937)
In everyday usage the word llfe is primarily anthropomorphic;the more
eharacteriltics an object has which are similar to those of man,the more
the object is imbued with life-like properties.
While the anthropomorphic connotations of the word lif.__ema_ be deplored
as being egocentric, unscientific, and nonobjective, they do acute to
indicate the real reason and motlva_lon for _ne search for ih'____..u the
solar system. The search is for man-like objects. The likelihc__ of
finding am_thing elsewhere in the solar system even remotely similar tn man
_tb all of his multitudinous attributes is, of course, extremely mtlike],v.
Never-the-less.certain properties of objects are of more interest than
other properties depending upon how man-like these properties are. The
prcblem of estimatLug the likelihood of finding lif.___ein the solar system
ma_ now be placed in its proper perspective: It is the search for objects
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6with man-like properties. There is no need to claim that the search is
for objects with some strange,peculiar,unique, or mysterious prope1_0ies
which distinguish them absolutely as living. It is now possible to llst
the properties of interest quite naively and without regard for a_ absol_te
cr m_stical definition of life.
The man-like properties of greatest interest should not, of course, be
trivial properties. For example, even ths most anthropomorphicview does
not attribute lif___eto a statue mere]w because the geometrical conformation
of the statue agrees approximatelywith the gross external static geometrical
...._-_tiw, of _ m_L,
which are man-like in the most fundamental thermodynamic sense: Lu pa_icul_r,
the objects or lif___eewhose existence is sought are taken to have the following
characteristics:
compounds, and radiation with their environment.
_? Objects that ma__uf.____nelements in internal states of entropy which
a_-e_u_ _ the entropy of _he _ame elements as normai]y £o_m_ in the
environment.
3) Objects that create _r _a_.t_n. ... f.her_r_._.._.cord-_rt_......_:,_-_u__ by
dissipating high utility energy to low utility energy,
These three attrlbute_ m-_Vb'_toc f_--."to distinguish what is ordinarily
regarded as .lif__ee;y t, t_ese characteristics are so overwhe]m4n_]y Lm._r__,__ar_
that further delineations would merely serve to detract from the utility of
this gen_ali_.ed _._.__--_"_,.._.._ .-.;" _.....__.-_-_'_¢__--1...._f_..
A refrigerator s_tisfias these three criteria: A refrigerator is an open
system consuming electrical energy ana_e!__mlnatingtherr_alenergy, i_
' maintains an internal state of lower entropy.(by.m_L-__.a__u_-__u inte_:n_l_babe
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?o£ lower temperatu2e). And the internal state of higher thermodynamic
of'tier(lower entl'opy) is achieved by th:_dissipation of high utility
electrical ener_- to low utility thermal energy. At first glance it appears
absurd to call a refrigerator a living object; and according to the usual
multit_d_:ous criteria used to define living objects it is absurd. Yet if
we recognize the fact that a refrigerator is at least man-like in the
essential three thermodynamic oharacteristics mentioned, then we can view the
refrigerator as a most unusual object, one which in the present co_ext
might be worthy of being called llv___._o
I£ a refrig6rator-like object were discovered on Mars, it would be
a discovery equivalent in importance to finding grass-like objects or objects
similar to other common earth-like _ife. Not only is the refrigerator an
unusual object by it_clf_ it also impiie_ the simultaneous existence of
other life forms. The refrigerator plays only one small role in the
ecological thermodynamics of the earth's surface. If found on Mars the
refrigerator (or refrigerator-liF_ object) would also presumably function
as only part of the ecological thermodynamics of the surface o_ F_rs. The
w
refrigerator would presumably be found in con._unction with other ]_f- f_-m2_
Automobiles ana o_her devices powered by heat engines also satis_
the thrcc gene_:_l Lh_rmoaynamlc char&cteristdcs that are man-like, ass_ the
work produced by these devices is used to create or maintain thermodynamic
interes_ if found elsewhere in the solar system. Devices operated by heat
,_fthe earth'm murface. It is v_l_ u_eful to include machines within the
categn_'_ _ _"_-- _h_,gs in order to get an undistorted thermodynamic
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8such devices, it has been estimated that over the last 50 years the burning
of fossil fuels (about 30 percent being consumed by heat eng_es) has
increased the CO2 ccntent of the atmosphere by 13 percent ( Bray,
1959).
Objects even farther removed from what we ordinarily regard as living
can also satisfy these three thermodynamic criterion_ Foz example, consider
a salt crystal growing in a shallow ocean bay where the water is continually
ev_.poratad by sunlight thereby keeping the salt solution alw%ys saturated.
The salt crystal u_d_" these circumstances is an o_, system which c_ns_mes
sodium and chlorine ions and dissipates thermal energy. The crystal
maintains an internal state of low entropy, the entropy of the sodium and
.. " _ _- crystal. Thechlorine ions being much _re_ter in solution than _.n ._
saturated (or slightly supersaturated) salt solution provides the high
u_ility energy necessary for crystal growth° The low utility energy
becomes dissipated as heat.
,m-__.,L_one might s_a_Lr_ from lablir_ cry_ais in a state of exchange
wiLh _heir environm_nL _ss_, a n,__b_r of pertinent observations can
be made: Basically the structure of life, as it is now being revealed by
_ood _lectron micrograp_ of _'_-._ _m_llest org_uelle me_br_n_:, _..... _._4_
i.e,, .__- hig._=. ordered a__rays of --_------.-_I_"I"°(The --Ohnn1_,m4_r.___ ........-nnp nf _qO
years ago has vanished with mod_'n knowledge,) Since the most basic
structure of life is the crystal, the llfe-like properties of the growing
salt crystal should not be discounted.
_--'+"__-_.---gr__h e_u p!_.y_n_._mnnrtant role in the thermodynamics of the
earth's surface (e.g., the growth of ice crystals). The process of crystal-
ization frequently envolves a reduction of entropy by concentrating one
com_ur_ which _ have been originally extremely dilute in the environment.
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9The jrocess of crystal growth yields ore deposits which can be utilized by
man as well as other life forms. Crystals may thus be likened to homot_ophic
organisms which provide food for heterotrophic organisms.
The process of growth and the ability _o reproduce by growing on seed
crystals are certainly life-like properties. If one is to conjecture about
the evolution of complicated life forms from inanimate beginnings, one is
' forced to consider the crystal as a_s_ "l_e_y _^_ _ -..e_ar_r. The existence
of certain ehemioalm in hRe envinor_ent s_ch as amino acids is the first
step: b_itthe next step is necessarily the structural arra_:_ent of these
chemicale in ordered arrays. The competitive crystalization (and or
polymerization) of these ordered arrays from the primordial soup m_y then
be envisioned as favoring the more complicated 3_zu,_-res w'nich have evolved
into present-day life.
The environmental conditions which permit a orystal to grow _we the
conditicns which permit the system to decrease in entropy. Env_r:r::_ents
which provide the opportunity for ent_-opy reduction are rare. Sir:::_
ordinary life form_ _n one; _x_st in "_", _o_uc_ng enviro___,__- -
conditions as support ordinary life forms it may there_ : be expected
that crystal growth may compete both for high utility ener_ and certain
chemicals with ordinary life for_As.
All of these important _mdla_itiea between a growing crystal and
ordinary life forms, besides the conformity with the general thermodynamic
definition _ _-- _"" -'
_- r-._,_ _,4_uuo, indicate the usefulness of inclining the
! growing crystal among living obje_bs.
If the surface of Mars possesse_ growing crystals, this is thermodynamically
. eq'-'-i,-a!entto M_._-spossessL_4 _ for_ _ _ _'e_
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The usual approach to the search for lif__ein the solar system is based
upon a stetic definition or concept of life. It is usually assumed that
carbon compounds are a necessary ingredient of life. AccordLug to this
definition ]jfe _=[llonly exist where the appropriate carbon chemistry can
exist. Unfortunately this criterion or d_inition of life does not tell one
either the thermodynamic role that a _ object is likely .o nlay _u the
environment or how the _ object is likely to behave. It is easy to
conceive of an obJe_ that could be manufactured to look and act llke a man,
but would, in fact, be composed of metals and would be powered by elect,'ic
motors or internal combustion engines. The fact that such a rooot or
mechanical android is conceivable indicates that the gross external behavior
of anLebJeet heed have little to do with _t__internal chemical composition.
The general dynamic definition adopted here immediate]_ singles out thone
objects that are of interest by virtue of their unique behavior;lit is Imdependent
of ar_ particular internal structure. When attempting to cope with a
.,..,.,.,..,_ ,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,_ try_-_ to _mzd vff its hostile a_,_,a===,,by tzylag _,o
communicate _ith it; by.trying to kill it.._r _ havi_ 8ny time d_ne,__ent
• @1_..
• overrlding importance. Its internal chemistry is largely a matter of
indifference. A fresh cadaver being comprized cz exactly the same compounds
as the living man still lacks the dynamic features _hich would be necessary
to say t_at i_ _s a]_v_:
It is freq,_,er_ cla'-_ trmt carbon chemistry is requisite for life,
because on_ carbon chemistry can provide the requisite complexity. Bu*.
o_d_u_ life forms: in a_r,_ementwith the general thermodynamic definition
of life adopted here, are comprized of compounds of low entropy w_ich were
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i /D.
derived from compo'.u_Mof :,_gher entropy in the environment. This means
t,hat lif_._eproduces simpler _#stema rather than more complex systems.
Thermodynamically th_ microstate of a system ia specified when the position
and momenta of all of the atoms comprlzing the system are specified. The
gzeater the thermodynamic order, the lower the entropy, and the fewer state-
memts are npxlec tc e_ecify the microstate of the system. For example, the
microstate of a pure crystal may be specified by the lattice spacings, the
crystal orientation, and position of the crystal, the position (neglecting
small o_cillations) of each of the at._msbeing thereby specified. If the
same atoms were in a gaseous state the position and momenta of each atom
would have to be specified independantly to specify the microstate of the
system. Thus, m_croscoplcal]_v or thermodynamically a crystal is a simpler
system (it requires fewer statements for its microscopic specification) than
the same atoms in the gaseous phase. In general a lower entropi_ state is
thermodynamically simplero The assumption that llfe requires a complex
chemistry i8 contrary to the direction of behavior of living systems. It
is conceivable that an alien llfe fo_m having no carbon atoms and being
quite simple in structure could replace and elimz_uate man if such alien life
were capable of preempting the available supply of high utility energy. The
merely
argument for complexity bein_specious, there is no neea to assume carbon
chemistry for life.
It may also be noted that complex carbon chemistry can occur in nature
wit' ;ut the apparent intermediation of llfe (at least, in so far as it is
. known on the earth). Carbonaceous meteorites have been found to possess
extremely complicated aromatic hydrocarbons which could not have arisen as
products of life chemlst_/ as it is kno_m _n the earth (Studler, et al, 1965).
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The stipulation that lif__eeb composed of carbon compounds or ar_ other
particular compoiAnds is a micromorphological specification which is quite
comparable to ascribing life to a statue merely because it has the macro-
morphological approximation of a man° The most basic characteristics to
differentiate lif__eshould be based upon the thermodynamic behavior of an
object. The thermodynamic behavior ol an object indicates the potential
dy_lamic relationship that man may have with the object. Objects which
utilize high utility energy sources to maintain internal states of low
entropy are potential threats to man's survival in the same environment.
Such objects might be able to compete with man for the energy supply
available. Such objects,on the other hand,may be useful sources of high
utility energy. In either case man,s survival in an alien environment
will depend upon the lif____e(as defined here) which is already in the en-
vironment.
Another characteristic which is frequently proposed as a defining
property to distinguish living objects from nonlinving objects is the
specification that livir_ objects self replicate. This critelon is broad
enough to include some crystals that need a seed, nuclei, germ, or information
from a parent crystal in order to reproduce. For example, in World War I
the Americans were initially unable to synthesize trinitrotoluene (TNT) in
crystalline form; it remained in a liquid phase. It was o,,ly after
crystalline TNT from a dud German shell was imported into the United States
that it was possible to manufacture crystalline TNT. Today there are
enough nuclei in the air at all times to produce crystaline TNT with ease.
This definition fails, however_to include virus, since virus do not
self replicate. A virus particle carries information L_to a host cell.
The host cell then acts a_ a factory which manufactures the new virus
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particles. The definition also fails to include such _hermodynamica!]j-
interesting objects as automobiles or refrige1_tors. While automobiles
and refrigerators do not carry the information for their own reproduction
as do crystals, virus, and other life for_, they are reproduced.
Automobiles and refrigerators are reproduced Lu factories where the
information for their manufacture is permanently stored.
Even if the self replicating property were a good criterion for
differentiating _living objects from nonliving objects (which it is not),
the triviality of the property seriously detracts from its usefuLue_s.
If we again concei-,e of a robot that is constructed of metal and electric
motors and that behaves like a man, the question of whether or n_ this
object self replicates or is reproduced in a factory becomes purely academic.
One will be usually concerned with how the object behave_. How it was
manufactured or brought into being in the first place is of quite secondary
importance. The detailed nature of the reproduction of life should not
be chosen &s an important feature to delineate living objects from nonliving
objects.
While the general thermodynamic definition of lif____eadopted here appears
to neglect man_ of the secondary features that we associate with _ mar_
of these secondary characteristics can be shown to follow from the definition.
For example, in the process of creating cempo_s of lower entropy there is
a process of growth or an increase of biomass. The decrease in the entropy
of the earth's surface with geologic time is in part effected by life tending
toward an increased biomass. In general it may be expected that the growth
of a single object will be limited due to the exhaustion of appropriate
compounds in the immediate neighborhood of the object together with limited
transport of compounds to the object or will be limited due to a variety of
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c_cumstances. The tendency for an incresse _ biomass r_ast _ genei'al be
reflected in the _ruwbh of a number of identical objects° The death or
decay of the objects will then gJi_e rise to new objects. The r2ocess of
replacement and growth,which c_ be called reproduction , should therefore be a
characteristic of all forms of li_e. Man, v_rus, automobiles, and salt
_rystals are all reproduced (even thoagh they are not reproduced by the
same mechanism).
Motility is another secondary characteristic of llfe which may be
deduced from the general thermodynamic definition adopted here. Since the
living process involves a process of increasing thermodynamic order, randomly
arrayed atoms must be selected from a large vol_mm'of the environment and
converted into internal ordered arrays in a small volume. This means that
atoms must be moved from the random sites to the sites where they are
organized into ordered arrays. There r_uat be material transport in order
for compour_b to be converted from states of high entropy to compounds in
states of low entropy. Since mass transport is requisite _or _rewth,and
therefore llfe, it may be expected that life forms will evolve which will
enhance mass transport. The occurrence of cilia which move fluids at a
faster rate than provided by natural diffusion is an example of such
specialization. Thermodynamical_ the organism moving the fluid is equivalent
to the organism moving itself through the fluid. Therefore, motility is
expected to be a frequent evolutionary specialization as implied by the
general thermodynamic definition of life. Livi_ objects need not, however,
be motile; they can depend upon natural transport processes such as provided
by the wind or diffusion of salts in solution.
It should be noted that the general thermodynamic definition of lifep
adopted hers, beir_ a dy_mmic concept, is not dichotomous. The definition
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im_lies a continuous _radation from a state of _reater life (or faster ]ivlng)
to a state of lesser life (or slower living) to a state of no life (or zero
rat_ of living). For example,a salt crystal growin_ at a fast rate is more
Ave _ana salt crystal Trowing at a slow rate. If the salt crystal is
not growing at all, then it is in a state of no lifeo It is slm_iarly possible
or dying
to define various states of death/depending upon how fast the salt crystal
is dissolved aw_7. Accord'_ to the present thermod_n._c def__nitione_
amoeba while frozen in ice for thousands of years is not alive, since it is
not an open therm,x_Tnamicsystem and it does not dissipate high utility
energy to low utility energy. If such an amoeba (as may actually be found
in the Antarctic ice pack) is thawed out it will agaiu carry on its usual life
processes. It proceeds from a state of zero life to a state of active lifeo
Those who use a ohamical_or micromorphologicaldefinition of life z/ght prefer
to say the frozen amoeba was alive. Here, however, the frozen_oeba merely
possesses the potential for lif__seand cannot be said to be alive°
Systems or objects which possess the potential for 15re while in a state
of zero life are, quite obviously, of great interest.
SOME THERMODYNAMIC BACKGROUND
One of the more significant characteristics of ordinary living organisms
4
as known on the earth is their ability to create and maintain an internal state
:i of entropy lower that the entropy of the same elements in the usual environment
(Schroedinger,1956; Asimov, 1962; and Pardee and ingraham, 1960). Since
most physical system_,in nature when left to themselves proceed with time
toward a state of thermodynamic disorder or high entropf, ordy very special
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behavior of living systems. It is -_ident_7 by virtue of the continual
dissipation of energy that livir_ organisms can create and maintain
internal states of low entrcpyo They take energy of high utility (a large
fraction of such energy may, in principle, be converted to mechnlcal work)
and convert it.to snergy of low utility (only a small fraction of such snergy
may, it,principle, be cor:ve_ted to mechanical work)o For example, green
plants dissipate the high utility energy of sunlight by corn erting it into
io_ utility thermal energy (neglecting the small fraction which becomes
stored as chemical energy). In this way green plants convert gaseous CO2
and liquid H20 , which h_ve high entropy, into solid cellulose which has i_
entropy. They also reduce the entropy, of the atmosphere whBn the 0.033
percent of GO2 is separated from the remainirg constituents of the atmosphere
(the entropy of mixing).
Second law of itherp_cs
Thmsecor_ law of ther_x4vnamics (Sears_ i753a) states that the net
change of the e_tropy of the universe for a given process never decreases,
dS(universe) --_ 0 , (I)
where S is the entropy and the equality holds for reversible processes only.
In order for living organisms to decrease the entropy of the materials
taken from the environment and included within their bodies, the remainder
of the universe mua_suffer a correspondingly l_g_ _ncrease in entropy;
from Eq.(1) this means
- dS(internal to _=-ganism) < dS(u_,iverse external to organism) o (2)
An important conclusion may be drawn from Eq.(2): the larger the right
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l
side, the larger the left side can be potentially. Thus, the larger the
increase in the entropy external to the organism, the greater the potential
the organism has for creating thermodynamic order internally° I_ may be
concluded that ordering processes, including life, will arise only in
environments that are increasing the entropy of the universe. The
enviror_nent that produces the greater time rate of increase in the entropy
of the universe (the entrop_ production) will provide the greater potential
for ordering processes such as llfe to occur.
Entropy production of planets
A closed system cannot increase the entropy o£ the universe indefinitely,
so that a closed system will not be able to support llfe indefinitely. The
surface of a planet is an open system supplied with high utility solar energy
which is reradlated as low utility thermal energy. The surface of a planet
increases the entropy of the universe at a steady rate. Radiant energy, dQ,
that leaves the surface of the sun decreases the entropy of the sun by_the
amount - dQ_l where T1 is the effective surface temperature of the sun.
This radiant energy leaving the sun carries away an equivalent amount of
entropy (Epstein, 1937), in order for the second law of thermodynamics to be
satisfied for the reversible radiative process (Eq.(1) with the equality).
If this radiant energy is absorbed by a planet an equivalent amount of energy
is reradlated in order for the planet to maintain thermal equilibrium. The
energy reradiated will be at the temperature T of the planet's surface. The
2
energy passes into deep space carrying an entropy dQ_ 2 . The planet, thus,
converts radiant energy from the sun carrying entropy of the amount dQ/T 1 to
radiant energy passing into deep space carrying entropy of the amount dQ/T2.
The net entropy production (net increase in the entropy of the universe per
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unit time) by the planet is then
S universe produced by planet) = - .
dt T1
Since the surface of a planet increases the entropy of the universe
with time, according to Eq.(3), the surface of a planet has the potential
of becoming more ordered with time. in particul_r, writing the secor_ law,
Eq.(1), in the form
dS
-_(Internal to planet) < _universe externax to planet) (4)
where the increase in the entropy of the universe external to the planet
may be taken as Eq.(3), it becomes apparent that the entropy of the planet
has the potential of decreasing with time.
Examining the earth about us there are many indications that the earth
is becoming more ordered with geologic time (Gutenberg, 1951). There was
a vast decrease in entropy when the earth condensed out of the primordial
gas cloud. The separation of the compounds forming the crust, mantle, and
core represent another vast decrease in entropy. The lithosphere appears
to be separated into highly differentia%ed deposits: of compounds compared
with the relatively homogeneous underlying basalt. The separate deposit8
of limestone, salt, iron oxide, coal, etc. represent a decrease in entropy.
These deposits appear to have arisen from both organic and inorganic processes.
hergy, dissipation and entropy
The present investigation, being concerned with dynamic (time dependent)
, processes, _ faced with the problems of irreversible thermodynamics
_Onsager, 1931; Prigogine, 1955; and de Groot and Mazur, 1962) as op_,sed to
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ordinary thermodynaz".cs(or thermostatics) where time is not treated
explicitly. The relationship between the internal entropy of a nonlsolated
system and the :r_.teaf dissipation of energy is an important relationship for
living systems (Bertalanffy,1950)o Not only does the internal state of low
I entropy that each organism enjoys depend upon upon the rate at which it can
dissipate energy but the low entropy of the entire biosphere depends upon the
rate at whieh the biosphere dissipates energy.
The essential characteristicsof a system that.maintains an internal
state of low entropy by dissipating energy is provided by the example of an
ideal gas conducting heat between two plane boundary surfaces a distance b
apart, one surface being_maintained at temperature TO  ATand the other at
a temperature T - _T. When the gas is at a uniform temperature T the
O O
entropy, So, per unit area of the b_undary surfaces, as given by the ideal
gas formula (Sears, 1953b), is
So " CvlnT o , (5)
to within an additive constant where Cv is the heat capacity at constant
volume per unit boundary area.
Letting the distance normal to the boundary surfaces be designated by
x, the }eft-hand boundary at -b/2 is maintained at the temperature To + _T,
and the rlght-hand boundary at +b/2 is maintained at the temperature
To - _T9 The entropy per unit distance (and area) may bs written as
cm/ (Cv/b) T(x) , (6)
where in general T m_7 also be a function of the time t. Ass_,A_hlgthe
thermal conductivityof the gas does not change with temperature (the total
range of temperature belng maintained small enough) the steady-state
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equilibrium temperature .willbe a linear function of the distance between
the boundary surfaces_ in particular,
T - T - 2hitx/_ o (7)0
Substituting Eq.(7) into (6) yields the steady-state vsdue for the entropy
p_r unit _Istance (per unit area)
(dS/dx)s - (Cv/_)_(To - 2_Tx/o). (S)
IntegratingEq.(8) yields the total steady-state entropy per unit area9
Ss - Cv in T - C {i + (1/22")In_l-y)/(l+y)] - } In(l-y2)_
- Cv InTO Cv + A 5 + + " " " '
where y = _iT_o. Comparing Eqs.(5) and (9), it is clear that the entropy
of the gas is less than it would be if no heat were flowing.
A number of interesting observations may now be msde concerning the
stead.y-stateequilibrium of this simple system. The greater the temperature
difference maintained, the lower the entropy of the gas. The ra_e that the
system dissipates energy per unit area is given by
dQ/dt = 2TAT_ , (I0)
where O" is the thermal conductivity of the gas° From Eqs.(lO) and (9) it
may be concluded that the greater the dissipation of thermal energy, the
lower the internal entropy that can be maintained.
The entropy production nay be computed by noting that the heat source
on the left experiences a decrease _, entropy per unit time (per unit area)
of the amount -(TO + _T)-idQ/dt, while the heat sink on the right experiences
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an increase in entropy per unit time of the amount +'T_o - _T)-ldQ/dt , the
net increase in the entropy of the universe per unit tim_ (per unit area)
being
2aT d_.q_ _ _ (&T) 2 (ii)
0 0
Solving EQ.(II) for y = _T_o in terms of (dS/dt)s and substituting into
Eq.(9), it may be seen that the greater the _ntropy production,the lower the
entropy that can be maintained internally° In particular, for small y Eq.(9)
yields
s _. ov inT - (Ovbl_o')(_Idt)s . (123S O
This simple example illustrates many of the essential thermodynamic
characteristicsof both a single living organism and the environment in
which it lives.
Internal entropy changing w.ithtime,
Since the surface of the earth is evolvlng with geologic time, it is not
quite in steady-state equilibrium. Similarly, a growing organism is not
quite in steady-stateequilibrium. These systems involve a slowly varying
transient change in internal entropy.
An extremely simple example of such a non-lsolated _ystem undergoing
a transient change in internal entropy is provided by the above example of an
ideal gas conducting heat between two plane boundaries before the gas has had
time to attain steady-state equilibrium. To find the temperature of the gas
between the infinite plane boundaries as a function of position and time the
appropriate equation (assuming a small total range of temperatures) is the
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diffusion equation,
where the diffusivity, k, (Joos, 193_) is defined by k - 0"/_ c where p
is the density and c is the specific heat at constant volume per unit mass.
Assuming an initial _tate of steady-state equilibrium, the temperature
being specified by Eq.(7), it is of interest tn inqui_reinto the ch-_-_-ei__n
the internal entropy with time when the boundaries are suddenly changed and
maintained at new temperatures, To + /AT2 on the left and To - _T 2 on the
right. The differential equation , ) is to be solved subject to the
inti_,ltemperature distribution given by
T " TO - 2aT x/b  (AT2 - AT)[I- u(x  b12)- u(x- b12)], (_)
where u(x) is the unit step function , i for x -_ 0 and O for x < O.
The solution of Eq.(13) subject to the initial condition, Eq.(IA) may be
taken as the final steady-qtate solution (Eqo(7) with _T 2 replacing_T)
pins an appropriate transient solution that vanishes as t -_ oo. Assuming
that T m_7 be written as the product of a time function and a space fund&on
and expanding the space function into an odd Fourier series (Morse ,,nd
Feshbach, 1953), the solution is found to be
e@
T - To - 2aT2_ . 2-___I2(-z)_aT+ ( 2-_T)[(-z)_
n-_ - (15)
- cos(mini2)]) _lsin(nvx/b) exp[-,k(,nlr/b)it] .
The important characteristic of th_ transient part of this solution,
Eq.(15), is the exponential time decay. Whether the new _T 2 is greater
than or less than the original _T, the solution _roceeds monotonically to
i
its final steady-statetemperature distribution. If the temperature difference
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is _ncreased the entropy of the gas _ecreases. If the temperature difference
i
_s decressed the entropy of the gas increases. The monotonic character
of the time variation of the internal entropy (neglectlng microscopic
fluct_atlons) L_ this e_mple may be assumed to be valid in general for any
non-isolated _-stem proceedin_ to_ steady-state equilibrium, since it may
be shown that the steady-state equilibrium is a state o5 _table equilibrium
(Prigogine, 1955). This means that if the entropy of the s_Arface of the
earth is decreasing with time (as appears to be the case), then it has been
decreasing for geologic times in t he past and will contir.ue to decrease far
into the future until a final steady-state equilibrium is attained.
Utility of ener_
Since energy must be conserved according uo the first law of thermo-
dynamics, dissipation of energy merely means the conversion of energy from
, a state of high utility to a state of low utility. The concept of the
utillty of energy, thus, becomes very important. It is the measure of the
value of a unit of energy and would presumably determine the economic price
of a unit of energy. Here the utility of ener_v will be precisely defined
as the r_tio of the amount of energy that in prinoiple could be converted to
energy
mec_,anical work to the total amount of /_ available. Since the total
amount of gnsrgy that can be converted to useful mechanical work is always
less than or equal to the _mount of energy available, the utility of energy,
, will lie between zero and unity. According to this definition, the
utility of mechanical _rk is unity and is therefore valued the m_st.
The energy stored in many mechanical systems has a utility of unity,
since it m_v all be recovered as useful work. Such sources of max_
utility include the kinetic energy of a moving macroscopic body, gravitational
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potential energy, electrostatic potential energy, the potential energy of
deformation of a spring (neglecting internal friction), etc.
For statistical processes the amount of energy that can be convertod to
useful mechanical work is necessarily less than than the total amDunt of
energy available (Sears, 1953a). For example, the utility of thermal energy
at a temperature T (in degress Kelvin) may be taken as the efficiency of a
Carnot ermine (Epstein, 193To) operating between this temperatare_ T, and
some infinite heat sink at a temperature To; thus,
I- To/T . (16)
From this expression it is cleat that the higher the temperature T, the
higher the utility of the source of thermal energy. The temperature TO may
be chosen as an_ convenient reference temperature (eg., 20%)°
In an isothermal process the work done by a system equals the decrease
in the Helmholtz free energy, dW - - dA (.whereA " E - TS wher_ E is the
internal energy,and S is the en%ro_)o In an isobaric process th_ heat
evolved (heat of reaction) equals the increase in the enthalpy, dQ " dH
(where H - E + pV). The utility of the energy re_eased by a chemical
reaction performed at constant pressure, p, and temperature, T, becomes
- dW/dQ- - p , (17)
(Rossini, 1955).
It is important to note that the utility of enerRv only has meaning
within the context of the prescribed conditions for conversion of the enf_gy
to useful mechanical work. The above examples, Eqs.(16) and (17) are the
utility of the energy for processes carried out infinitely slowly. These
examples are valid only within the thermostatic context. In general for
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processes carried out at a finite rate the utilities will be smaller.
Maximum efficiency of conversion of heat to work at a finite _ate
Investigations into time rate processes or irreversible thermcdynamics
(or simply thermodynamics) have been largely limited to the investigation of
simultaneous diffusion processes. For example, the diffusion of electric
charge through a conductor together with the simultaneous diffusion of heat.
Little progress has been made beyor_d Onsager's original paper (1931). Since
many_ of the irreversible processes of interest here do not explicitly involve
diffusion processe_, the work of Onsager is not particularly applicable.
A problem of great interest in irreversible thermodynamics, and of particular
interest here, is the problem of finding a realistic upper limit (or upper
bound) for the efficiency of conversion of heat to _ork at a finite rate
(eg., Green, 1963; Osterle, 196_; and Kayak1, i96_).
A Carnot heat engine is a theoretical device whose efficiency, Eq.(16),
is attained or_ under the assumption that all processes are carried out
infinitely slowly, i.e., thermostatically or reversiblF. Because of this
requirement, a Carnot engine of finite size delivers infinitesimal or zero
mechanical power. The efficiency o_ the Carnot engine, therefore, does not
represent a realistic estimate of an upper bound_ for the efficiency of
conversion of heat to work at a finite rate° The efficiency of the Carnot
engine, while useful for establishing the second law of thermostatics and for
deducing possible internal thermostatic states of systems, has little direct
bearing upon the problem here of finding a realistic upper bound for the
power efficiency of actual heat engines which operate at a finite _'ate.
From th_ second law of thermostatics it is deduced that it is impossible
for any he_t engine (operating either_initely slowly or at a finite rate)
i
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to exceed the e_ficiency of a Carnot enEine. The efficiency, of the Carnot
engine, therefore, does in fact provide an upper bound for the power efficiency
of actual heat engines. Unfortunately, this upper bound is ,r_ch too high
to be of any real significance. As will be shown, the m'_uxlmum_wer
efficiency (the time rate of delivery of mechanical work to the time rate of
: consumption of thermal energy) that can be attained is far less than the
thermostatic efficiency of the Carnot engine.
Ideal heat ej_gineoperatin E At a finite rate - To obtain a smaller and
more realistic upper bound for the power efficiency of actual heat engines an
idealized device may be considered which when operated at a finite rate will
yield the greatest efficiency conceivable. Such a device must have the fewest
possible irreversible losses, in order for the power efficiency obtained to be
an upper bound for all actual heat engines.
The idealized device must also be sufficiently simple so that the
efficiency obtained will be a function of the .lature of the source and sink
without reference to internal design parameters. In this way the ideal
_wer efficiency obtained will remain an upper bound for all actual heat
engines independent of the particular internal design of ths actual heat
_ngine.
These requirements lead to the particular idealized de-he represented
within the dashed lines in Figure I. This ideal heat engine consists of
a reversible heat engine (Carnot engine)operated in competition with a
parallel irreversible heat lose for the thermal energy provided at a finite
rate. In particular, this ideal heat engine is assumed to be operated under
the following conditions:
11 Heat is supplied at a fixed finite rate, _ .
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Figure i. Ideal device (contained within the dashed lines) operating at a
finite rate between a finibe source and an infinite sink which oonsists of
a reversible heat engine %ogethem with an irreversibleheat loss through a
shwlt (shaded area). Symbols _re defined in %he text.
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2) The temperaturc of the source, TI, I, not prescribed initiai_y•
3) Heat is lost at a finite rate, _', directly to an infinite sink
(maintained at the temperature T ) through a loss mzchanism that
0
bypasses the reversible heat engine•
A) The revers._bleheat engine (the c_rcie in Figure i) is assumed to operate
at all finite rates, so that QI/Qo = TI/To, where Q1 isreversibly
the rate heat is delivered to the reversible engine and Qo is the rate
that heat is rejected by the reversible heat engine.
5) The _ate that heat is lost directly to the sink, Q', through the loss
mechaniam is assumed to be a linear function of the temperature
difference between source and s_k, Q' - K(T1 - To) .
Power effi_cie_n__o__t heideal heat eng_ins - If QI is the rate that heat
flows to tb_ reversible heat engine and Qo is the rate that heat is rejected
to the infinite sink, then the rate that mechanical work is performed is given
w- Qi(i- To/Ti) , (18)
according to Eq.(16) and assumption _) above. From the conservation of
energy the heat delivered at the finite fixed rate Q must equal _he sum of
the heat delivered to the reversible engine plus the heat lost directly to the
- + Q' (19)
1
From assumption 5) above the irreversiblethermal loss directly to the sink is
proportiGnal to the temperature difference,
' _, - K(Tl-To) . (20)
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The efficiency cf the device for any temperature of the sourc? T 1 may be
• ¢
found from Eqs•(18), (19), and (20) by eliminating QI and Q'; thus,
To obtain the maximum power efficiency Eq.(21) may be differentiated
with respect to T1 and set equal to zero to yield the optimum operating
temperature, T1 = Tm _ere
.
Solving Eq. (22) for K/Q and substituting into Eq.(21) yields the
desired maximum efficiency in terms of +he optimum temperature Tm,
_m " (Tm-To)/(Tm+ To) . (_)
The remarkable feature of this result is that it does not depend upon the
detailed nature of the idealized device. The maximum efficiency depends
explicitly oltlyupon the nature of the source and sink as indicated by the
two parameters T and T . I_ is, of course, implicitly sasumed that a
m o
parallel irreversible thermal loss varying lir.ear_ with the difference in
temperature between the source _ud sink @_@s exist.
Comparing this result, Eq.(23) with the efficiency Of a Carnot engine, _c' Eq.(16
operating between the same two temperatures, it is apparent that the
efficiency of the ideal device operating at a finite rate is much less; thus,
_,,, " Wc/(2- _c) < 'lc (_)
For high temperature sources where _o "_ i the maximum efficiency for the
ideal heat engine operating at a finite rate approaches that of the Carnot
heat engine. For low temperature sources where _c "_ 0 the maximum
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efficiency _or the finite time rate of conversion of heat to uork becomes
Just one l.alfof the Carnot efficiency°
It may be noted that for the idealized device considered here that the
source temperature rises to a pss_ value T when the reversible heat engine
P
is disconnected. OrdinarSC_Tthe peak temperatvre cannot be obtained in
fact#since mechanism_,not considered her_,usually come into pla_ to limit
the peak temperature that can b_ obtained. It may be noted that this
parameter-T from Eqs.(20) and (22) becomes
" 2
T - Q_ + % = T_ ° o (25)P
Plausibilit +_r_ents indicatin_ +hat no actual heat ermine can e_=eed
t__2o_w___f io_ien__,2.__tf_i____m_(_l - Theid=lized dw±ced_m=_
in Figure 1 woui_ be of little interest except +or the essential point that
it suggests that no actual h_at engine can have a power efficiency that is
greater. To indicate that Eq.(23) probably i_ an upper bound for all actual
heat engines the five assumptions presented above concerning the operation of
the device _dll now be considered in some detail_
Assumption i) that thermal energy is supplied at a finite ra_e is a
requirement that is valid for all actual conditions as they exist in the real
world for actual heat engines. Even if energy is extracted from a large or
almost infinite source (such as the warm surface waters of the ocean) the
actual device that can convez_ this energy into mechanical _ can only be
of a finite size, so that the time rate that heat can be delivered to az_
actual de,Ace necessarily remains finite. (The choice of a fixed rate,as
opposed to a variable rate, is _aere_vto properly normalize the conditions
for computing the maximum pou_r efficiency.)
. Assumption 2) that the _ouzce temperature T1 is variable and assumption _)
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that there are theriaal losses directly to the sink is in accord with the
observed facts that all actual heat sources remain at finite temperatures
less than some theoretical maximum and all actual heat engines will have
irreversible heat losses which do not contribute to the production of
mechanical work. If no loss mechanism allowing heat to be lost directly
to the sirk were provided, then a finite tlme-rate of delivery of thermal
energy as required by assumption i) would result _i a steady rise in the
tem_e:'ature of the source when the reversible engine was discon-_t_d.
Then this idealized heat engine without the thermal shunt could have a
source temperature indefinitely high and lOO percent of the energy c ould
be converted to work. Assumptions 2) and 3) are, thus, necessary if the
source temperature is to remaLu finite eorAassumption l) is to remain valid.
Assumption 4) states that apart from the heat energy lost directly to
the sink, bypassing the reversible heat engine, there are no irreversible
losses assumed. The impossibility of operating a reversible heat engine at
a finite rate does not concern us here, since only an upper bound is sought
and irreversible processes are considered apart from the reversible heat
engine. Assumption &) means that, apart tTom the shunt representing
irreversible thermal losses directly to the sink, the ideal device may be
specified without specifying detailed internal d_sign parameters. This
ideal model of a heat engine operating at a finite rate, therefore, yields
a power efficiency that depends only upon the nature of the source, sink, and
the shunt. Assumption A) indicates that the efficiency of this ideal device
serves as an upper bound for all actlml heat engines operating at a finite
rate independent of the internal design paramete2s of the actual heat engines.
Assumption 5) ths£ heat is lost directly to the _,ink as a line,at function
of the temperature difference between source and sink is the simplest functional
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relation that can be aseumedo Most actual the_w_alIossss are, in fact,
linear functions of the temperature dlfference between source and sink to
an excellent first approximationo Since actual thermal dissipation occurs
more rapidI_ than provided for by a linear relktion (see Figure 2), the
linear assumption provides for the least possible irreversibledissipation
of he&t_ making the present model devise more efficient than a_ actual heat
engine operating at a f_u_e rats.
When hsat is lost by ordinary conduction through solids, llquids, or
gases, the linear relationship is reasonab_ good° When heat 18 lost by
convection the linear relationship also applies rea_-enab_V _Ii. When
heat is lost by radiatiTe transfer the rate of loss is proportional to the
differenoe in the. fourth po_r of the source t_ap_-rature ar_ the sink
temperature; thus,
Q' _ - - (T +T + -T O) ,I 0
where it is seen that the radiative heat losses may also be regarded as a
linear function of the temperature difference, the conductivity increasing
as the third power of the tem._a_ure.
To show that the linear relationship provides a Smaller loss than would
be found in ar_ actual heat engine the temperature variation of thermal
conductivitiesma_ be considered. An increase in the thermal eonductivit¥
with temperature leads to a higher thermal loss than would oeeur for a
eonstant thermal eonductivity as assumed here for the ideal devise, A
deereaae in the thermal eoaductivity with an increase in temperature would
appear to lead to lower thermal losses; but ma_erla_lhoee eonduetivity
deereases with temperat_s are those with very large thermal eoaduetivitlee
at low tenper_ture8 (Zenanskp, 19_3)! and suoh materials vou_ ps_duce looses
far greater th_n nell be assumed for the ideal device. Simila_*_VIt is found
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Figure 2. A qualitative sketch showing that the linear idealized curve
a) falls to the right of all aetual curves of thermal loss for a given
rate of energy loss.- Cl_rveb) represents loss through an insulator; c)
through a gas; d) by convection; e) by radiative transfer; and f) by metalic
conduction, The actual curves,fallingto the le_ of a), means _at all
aerial heat eng_es will operate at a lowm_ __ _empe_a_ure T a_ will
have a lower effieier_y th_L the idealised device considered here.
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that losses due to conv_2_n _ ._reasefaster than the first power of the
temperature differenoe. Figure 2 ia a qualltatlve sketch indicating that
the linear ass_ption leads to a thermal loss l,,ssthan would be experienced
by a_ actual hea_ ermine, provided or_ that a sufficient_ small value of
the thermal conductivity is assumed (or a sufficiently large temperature Tm ,
Eq.(22), is chosen). While this ir_icates that the correct f_mctional
, relationship between source and sink has been c_sen for the ideal device,
it does not indicate the value of Tm that should be used°
Ideal combustion • ine
......... _ _ o_ratin_ !t_afinite rj+,e_- To further
indicate the generLlity of the upperbound efficiency given by Eqo(_) an
ideal combustion engine m_ also be considered• Figure 3. represents s_h
an ide_l combustion engine _peratingeontinuoely at a finite rate. A
combustible mixture of gases at the sL_ temperature T is fed at a constanto
rate,
m - , (27
where P is the density of the gases, v is the velocity, and A th_ cross-
sectional area of the intake pipe, into a heat exchanger where it is preheated
by the exhaust gases to the temperature Ta. The gases are then burned
isobarical_ in the combustion chamber at the higher temperature TI. The
combustion represents a finite rate of heating,
• •
Q = mh , (28)
where h is the mass _eciflc heat of reaction or change in enthalpy. Heat
is simultaneouslye_racted from the hot gases at the same temperature T1 at
the rate Q1 by a reversible heat engine (which is again assumed to be abls to
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Figure 3. An ideal combustion engine operatir_ continuously at a finite rate
which consists of a reversible heat engine together with a combustion chamber
and heat exchanger. Irreversibleheat losses occ_ i_ thB hea_ ,lastin
the hot exhaust gases. Symbols are defined in the text.
i
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operate reversibly at a nonzero r _te). The exJAaust gases are than passed
t.hrough the heat exchanger and are finally rejected at the lower temperature
Tt.
An infinitely long heat exchanger would allow the exhaust gases to be
the same temperature as the intake gases, T' = T , and T welu!d equal T1.O a
In this case the exhaust gases could not provide energy for further work,
the exit pressure being the same as the pressure throughout and presumab_7
equal to the atmosphe_iQzpressure, in this case all of the energy
0
provided by combustion, Q, passes to the reversible heat engine, and the
efficiency becomes Just the Caruot efficiency. It is assumed that there
is no kinetic energy of flew in the gases of the system.
Similarly, if the flew is assumed to proceed _uf_nitely slowly so that
thermal equilibrium could be established _eross each portion of the heat
exchanger, then the exhaust temperature would again be To and the efficiency
would again be the Carrot efficiency, Eq.(16). In this case of infinitely
slowly flowlng gases, v = O, the rate at which heat can be added, Q, Eqe,(28)
and (27), to a fL-_ite engine must go co zero and the power output W goes to
zero, even though the work efficiency goes tc a maximum.
@
For a fixed nonzero rate of addLug heat Q and a finite real heat
@
exchanger the rate that heat Q' is rejected by the hot exhaust gases will
®
remain greater than zero. To estimate Q' it may be noted that the net
energy added to the gases between the intake into the combustion chamber
and the exhaust into the heat exchanger is
. •
Q - = Cpl I
assuming the gases to be ideal, and where is the mass specific heat
for the Cpl
capacity at oonstant pressure/exhaust gaees ar_ c is %he Rass_pecifie
pa
heat capacity at constant pressure for the intake gases. Due to conservation
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of mass _ will be a constant at all points. To simplyfy the an_iysis it
will be assumed that the ideal engine rums on gases such that
= = c • (3o)
Cpl Cpa p
Q
From the fact tba_ the total energy in Q goes into the reversible heat engine,
@ @
QI' and into the exhaust, Q_, it is found that
@ 6 @
Q = QI + Q_ " (31)
Combining Eqs.(31), (30) and (29) then gives
" •
Q' = m Cp(T1 - Ta) o
Comparing the exhaust gases _[th the intake gases, the net heat lost
in the exhaust gases is given by
Q' = m c (T' - T ) . (33)
p o
Assuming that the temperature difference accross ti_e heat exchanger is _%de
constant throughout its length, the rate of flow of heat across the heat
exchanger becomes
Qa = B(T1- Ta) = B(T' - T ) = m Cp(Ta- TO ) = m cp(T l- T'I , ($4)o
where the last two expressions are obtained tTcm the increase in energy of
the intake gases and the decrease in energy of the exhaust gases as they
pass through the heat exchanger s and where B is a constant indicating the
total thermal conductivity in the heat exchanger (assuming a linear relation).
Eliminating T between Eqs.(32) and (3&) or T' between Eqs.(33) and (3&)&
the rate that energy is lost in the exhaust gases m%v be written in the form
Q, = K(TI- To) , (35)
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where the constant K has the value
K - (_, Cp)2/(m Cp+ B) . (36)
Comparing the present Eqs.(31) and (.35)with Eqs.(lc) and (20) f_r the
previous ideal heat engine operating at a finite rate, it is clear that the
conditions are mathematically ide'.tioal. The optimum operating temperature
is aga_ given by _- to_'_ _^ C_'_.q._, _-_dthe r-'_axL_ampower ._4,_ ._,_.,--.......... j by The
optimum operating temperature is again obtained by adjusting the power
consumed by the reversible heat engine. The fact that this particular
device can in principle run infinitely slowly at the maximum work efficiency,
i.e., at the Carnot efficiency, Eq.(16), (with zero power output) and also
I
run at a finite rate at the _ power efficiently,F_q.(23),(with a
finite power output) indicates the theoretical versa_illty of this idealized
device.
It might appear that when the reversible heat engine is disconnected that
the temperature T1 could be driven up Irnefinite_7 by making the heat
exchanger longer and longer (s_ilarly to the previous example). Eventually,
however, the chemical procesb_z become endothermle (the gases absorbing
energy upon dissociatimn) and no energy will be obtained at sufficiently high
temperatures. The mass specific enthalpy change, Eq.(28) will go to zero
at sufficiently high temperatures. It might seam that isovolumlc heating
would allow for higher final temperatures (since Cp > Or, the mass
specific heat at constant volume). This however is not the case,slnce the
isobaric heating (or combustion) takes place with _reater preheating of the
intake gases. The peak temperature that can be obtained, disconnecting the
reversible heat engine, will depend solely upon the chemical equilibrium
conditions.
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It remains to be showr that the rate of irreversible dissipation of
energy, Eqs.(35) and (36) is less for the present theoretical device than
for any actual heat engine operating at an optimal rate. For a flx_d rate
@
of input of thermal energy, Q, Eq.(28), the coefficient K may be written as
(Op) h_Q c + Bh) . (37)P
The mass specific enthalpy is a decreasing function of the temperature, while
c and B are increasing functions of the temperature. _nile it is not
P
obvious that the ideal value for K can always be chosen les_ than actual
valus_, _t appears reasonable. Moreover, all actual heat engines will dissipate
kine .ic energy of flow, ½_ v2A _ ½_ v; and they will not burn the gases to
completion, resulting _u a loss in chemical energy in the exhuast gases,
@
Q(ho/h - 1), where ho is the enthalpy change for the process go_ng to
completion and h is the observed enthalpy change in an actual heat engine.
It appears safe to assume in the present example that no actual combustlon engine
operating at a finite rate will be able to exceed the maximum power efficiency
given by Eq.(23).
C_om_parisonwith actual heat en_in_es - It is of interest to compare the
efficiencies of actual heat engines with the maximum power efficiency, _m'
_redict_d. by _E_(_,~_/. Fig_e _. shows this efficiency plotted as a function
of To/Tm. Also plotted in Figure _. is the efficiency of a Carnot eDgine, _c' Eq.(16),
operating between the same two temperatures T and T . This Carnot efficiency
m o
is an upper bound on the efficiency of ar_ actual heat engine operating at a
finite rate, since even operating at the optimal temperature Tm involves
irreversible losses. The maximum power efficiency, _ m' provides a smaller and
more realistic upper bo_ for achual hea_ engines (_ Eq.(2A)).
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Figure A. A plot of the maximumefficiency of a heat engine operating at
a finite rate as a function of the ratio of the sink temperature to the
optimum temperature, To/Tm, Eq.(23). The efficiency of a Carnot er_Lne
operating between these same two temperatures, Tm and To, is also shown
f_r comparison.
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Actual heat engines are designed 5n such a way that even with ideal
operation of the a_gines infinitely slowly (with zero power output) the
efficiency could not approach the Carnot efficiency• For example, if a
ste._m engin_ is represented by an idealized Ra:'_ine cycle operating between
the boiler temperature of 205 °C and a condenser temperature of 39°C, it
will have an efficiency of 30.6%, while a Carnot engine between the same two
temperatures would be 3_.7%. Compaling the mechanical power output to the
chemical energy input a steam engine operating at a finite rate b_twsen these
temperatures might be expected to have an actual efficiency of at most about
12%. This may be compared with the maximum power ef:_iciency, _m' Eq.(23),
for any heat engine operating at a finite rate bet n these temperatures of
21.0%. A :heat engine operating between thP temperatures of _(&°C ar_ 27°C,
values appropriate for a Diesel engine or steam turbine, th_ Carnot
efficiency would be 6_% while the _Aximum power efficiency according to
Eq.(23) is or_ 47%. Diesel engines and steam turbines can operate around
30% efficiency with some estimates as high as 39%. Gasoline engines operate
_°'-_^-_ ........ _ _ at be_t.
From this analysis it appears that the maximum power efficiency, _m' Eq.(23),
provides a _re accurate upper bound for the actual power efficlencies of
actual heat engines. It may also be concluded that the primary reason for
the difference in efficiency between the Carnot efficiency and the actual
efficiency is the need to run the heat engine at a finite rate in competition
with irreversible heat losses.
A Kenerai theo__i_n su2port of _m, Ea.123)_be_'l_an _up2er bound -
If the irreversible rate of energy loss is given by Q' " • _ heat engine
operating at _ finite rate with a constant input Q, the power efficiency
becomes
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where Q1 is the heat energy used reversibly, Eq.(19) or (31), for _xample, and
_c is the reversible or C_"not efficiency Eqo(16)° This result Eq°(38)
is precisely correct, since it may be used to define what is meant by the
irreversible heat loss Q'.
For _ infinite s_nk at the temperature To and all parameters heJxl ftxed
@
except T. the temperature of the source (which may be altered by changing Q. ),
the irreversible "_eatloss QI becomes a function of _l o This function may
be expanded as a power series about the sink temperature T ; thus,
O
* _ To)nQ' = Kn(T1 - ° (39)
Since the irreversible heat a_ssipation must go to zero as TI -_ To, the
zeroth term in Eq.(39) must vanish, the series starting with the first power
in TI - T •O
Now if
_,,__._ ,, K(TI - _o) * _gn(_l To)n= K -T) ..... -
_I o _ "
then the irr_erslble heat losses in the ideal heat engine will be less than
in an actual heat engine and the nmxim_ power '_fficiency, _m' Eq.(23) will
in fact be an upper bound. It seems extremely plausible to assume that the
irreversible heat lose._ will increase more rapidly than Just the linear power
in TI - To. It will, th_Is,be postulated or assumed that Eq.(&O) will be
therefore
true for all heat engines m_/that _gm does represent an upper bound for the
power efficiency of any actual heat engine.
Maximum pqwer efficiency of a solar engins
A problem of eonslderable interest to the problem of life in the solar
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system is the problem of the maximum utilization of solar energy. It is
conceivable (no matter how unlikely) that sophisticated life forms other than
man may also be able to construct heat engines for the _um conversion of
solar energy to mechanical power. The maximum rate of conversion to
mechanical work also gives a direct estimate of the maximum rate that sun-
_ight can be utilized for any ordering process.
The ideal device considered here is diagramed in F_ure 5. This device
J
is assumed to exist in space in orbit about the sun. Sunlight is focused by
a parabolic mirror upon the surface A'. Heat from this surface is delivered
to a reversible or Carnot engine (which is assumed here to remain reversible
even while running at a finite rate) which rejects heat to a sphere of radius
a which radiates _he thermal energy into deep space. It w_]_l be assumed
that the radius of the parabolic mirror is also equal to _a, 80 that no sun-
_ght impinges upon the cold radiating sphers which faces away from the sun
as shown. It will be assumed _nat the radiating sphere is sufficiently
distant from the parabolic mirror and the reversible heat engine so that the
thern_l energy may be assum_to radiate over A _ stereradians into deep space.
It will be further assumed that the parabolic mirror is ideal and reflects
lOq_ of the light incident upon it.
From geometrical op_icical consideration (ray tracing) or from the second
law of thermodynamics no focusing device can yield a.u illumination brighter
than the surface brightness of the original diffuse surface radiating light.
This means that the s_face upon which the s_u_c rays are focused can never
exceed the brightness of the sun's surface or can never exceed the temperature
of the sun's surface (assumed here tc be 5800°K). If the surface upon which
J
the sun:s i-<_:are focused -_- -s _ssumed to b_-a black bcdy it will reradiate
ensrgy (back towc_d the sun, ass',_mingA' s,_ll compare_ with area intercepted
by parabolic mirror), s_ that +..henet rate tha_ ener_ w__ll _.t• -bsorbed is
I
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N
PARABOLIC RADIATIN_
MIRROR SPHERE
Figt_e 5. Diagram of an idealized solar engine consisting of an idealized
parabolic mirror of radius a which concentrates the sun's rays onto the
surface A' at the temperature TI and a Carnot engine operatLng between the
source at TI and a heat sink consisting of an ideal radiating _phere (also
of radius a) at the temperature T2o
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given by
Q = A'ff(T & - T , (&l)
1 s
radiation from
where the incident flux is taken to be equivalent to/a portion of the sun's
3urface of area A s and _ is the Stefan-Boltzman constant appropriate for the
fourth p_wer law for thermal radiation emitted by a black body, and where T
s
is the effective temperature of the sunts surface (T _ 58OO°K) and T is
s 1
the temperature of the surface A' o
• Q•
The rate that solar energy impinges upon the parabolic mirror/is given
by the rate at which it leaves the sun per unit area, decreased by the inverse
square of the distance times the area intercepted by the mirror; thus,
" a2 2 TAQ - _ (rs/_) , (_2)
where r is the radius of the mm and r is the (;istance o.*the device from
s
the center of the sun. Since the rate that _nerEy ._apinge_ upon the surface
A' is taken to be the same as the flux from the sun's surface, the _alue of
A' appropriate for-_hB present idealized clrcums*,s_'._cesi_
22.2
A_ = ITar /r , (43)
The, cold s_nk (the sphere on the right in Fig_re 5 whi_:h ic shielded
from _ne _.irect rays of the sual) _--_,:-: ._d to rad.:.ateinto .._._.._o_:space as a
black be_, Taking 5be temperat_._e of deep space to be TO (where TO = 3.5°K)
and the _emperature of the radiat._:;gsphere to be T : the rate that ener_,
is radiated off into deep space :s Kiven by
, , TA;
_- __T.,- o (_)
f
_._ - ' .-"_:._4,:_d",.hat_..:'Lereve_s: _ he;.i z.-.:_--..-._co, _,actoJbet_r,_-en%h_ hot
_,4"- a;.:._u,._._.,.are.r_ ..- ,- , _ at t_m:)era_, does wo_:_a_ the "'ate
2,
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W such that all of the work is utilized internally to the device/such that &ll
of the energy is eventually converted back i::_othermal energy by friction,
etc., at the temperature T2 and if it is assumed that there is no net
acc.m_lation of stored energy such as internal chemical energy, then the
rate tlmt tbc surface A' absorbs energy must equal the rate that the cold
sphere reradiates energy. Thus to maintain thermal equilibrium for the4
• system _I ,,_;J.,_--_'- ai_ time _ates of ........_-'+-- - *_-
heat fluxes in Eqs.(_l) and (1,_)may be equated, yielding the temperature
T2 as a function of TI,
<,s/=,>%
where A' has been replaced by Eq.(A3).
From Eq.(_l) for the power delivered to the Carnot engine and from Eq.(16)
for the efficiency of a Carnot engine,the rate that work map be delivered by
the device becomes
w ,,, A-_( s - T - ( , (1_6)
where T2 as a function of TI is specified by Eq.(J_5)° The temperature TI
@
may be adjusted by changl-g the rate of doing _ork W, thus the maximum rate
of doing work under the present circumstances is given by differentiatir_
Eq.(A6) with respect to T1 and setting the resu_ equal to zero, using Eq.(A5).
Letting
x = TZ#s, x ": %ITs , b2 - rs/2r, (1_7)o
the _dm_ing condition n_ be shown to yleT_ the expression
"O_ '" (_s)
-- 0 I
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Since the root of this expression is always a sizeable Fraction less than
unit__ (ioeo, the optimum temperature will be a sizeable fraction less than
the surface temperature of the sun) and since for all values of r in the
L
solar system
2 2
b2 - rs/2r > 5xlO-5 >> x = (To/r j = (3.5/5800)2 , (&9)8
xA may be neglected in Eq.(AS), yielding upon getting rid of the fractionalo
exponent
. + (1- o (5o)
Letting
Eq.(50) may be written in the form
5 b& = 0 ° (52)- z + (L- z)(l+ z)&
Expanding out in powers of z and introduc_ug the constant
5 (_33c = _bA/(l+ b_) ,
Eq.(52) may be written in the form
- Iz5 + C5(_ + 15z + 20Z2+ i07) "= 0 . (5_)
Since c is general_ much less thnn unity (Eqs.(53) and (_7)),the ro.)tof
Eq°(5_) may be found as a power series in c, the first three terms being
readilF found as
2 7c3z = c + 3cA + /16 ° (55)
m
b&For the case r _> r , m_y be neglected compared with unity and
s
J
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from Eq,(53)
(_31/5 Crs/r)2/5c = = . (56)
From Eqs,(_7), (51) and (55) the optimum temperature becomes approximately
T " Ts(rslr)I/lO/&___• (57)m
Substituting this result into Eq.(&6) divided by the incidsnt solar flux,
A'_T & using Eq.(&5), neglecting T as being negligibly small, the maximumS' O
efficiency for this solar engine operating at a finite rate becomes
- i - (SA)(rs/r)215, (58)
to within the smallest power of rs/r. This result is less than the Carnot
efficiency between the temperatures 3.5% and 5800%, Eq.(16), _c = 99.9A0%.
The efficiency however is sufficiently large to be essentially 100% even at
the distance from the sun of the earth's radius, ._m(at earth orbit) = 99.533%.
In outer space not on the surface of a planet 54 is possible to
achieve very large efficiencies (in principle) for the conversion of solar
energy to useful work. Here however the problem is to maximize the rate
at which work is obtained, and this varies according to the distance from
the sun. Thu_,for a solar engine with the present design which is fixed in
size the quantity to maximize is obtained by multiplying the efficiency
_m' Eq.(58)_By the energy flux from the eun incLd,ut upon the parabolic
mirror,
W I_JG_T (rs/r)2 (5//.,.). s/: ,, . (59)
, Different4_ting Eq.(59) with respect to r (or equivalently with respect to
(rs/r)Jand se_ting the result equal to zero, the distance from _he sun at
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which maxJmmm useful power m_y be obtained is found to be
(312)5/2r = r _ 2.75 r . (60)
# m s s
To indicate the significanceof this res_Lltit may be noted that _he ratio
of the optimum power available at the distance of the earth from the sun to
the maximum power available (as obtained by substitutingEq.(60) into (59))
at any radius is given by
@ @
- 8. 7 o = io.-3• (6l)
A heat engine of a fixed size will deliver much more powe_ closer to the sun
than the Oistanoe of the earth from the sun.
To see how practical the opt_mum distance for operating the present solar
hsat engine is it may be noted that the equilibrium temperature at 2.75r6,
assuming reradiation over _I_steradians is 2500°K and over 2_ steradians is
3500°K. These temperatures are marginal for the operation of solid devices.
Actually at the distance of 2o75rs the sun subtends a sufficiently large
solid angle to hamper the reradiation into space of thermal energy over a
solid angle of Air steradians. The optimum distance from the su_ for the
operation of this particular heat engine will be somewhat greater than
2.75rs.
While it is extremely tempting to post,,latethat t_e idealized solar
heat engine conslderedhere yields the maximum possible time rate of conversion
of solar energy to useful work, it is not clear that quantum processes
' involving heat trape cannot improve upon the present device. Irreversible
or time rate processes do not permit the easy assumptions of thermostaticso
Whether o_ no,tthe present idealized device can be improved upon, it is
undoubtedly true that the efficiency indicated _ Eq.(58) yields a more
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realistic estimate of the upper limit for the efficiency of act_Al solar
engines operating at a finite r to.than is provided by the Carnot efficiency
between the sun's surface temperature,5800°K,andthe temperature of deep
space,3.5°K.
It may be noted that the maximum efficiency defined by Eqo(23) is not
applicable to the present circumstances,since it assumes an infinite heat
sink° The solar engine operating with a finite heat sink will, of course,
ha_e an efficciency less than _m given by Eq.(23), where Tm is specified by
Eq.(57) a_d T is the temperature of deep space, 3°5°KoO
LIg_ELL_OCOOF LIFE _RO_:.BEYO_ THE SOLAR SYSTEM
The problem of estimating the likelihood of _lfe existing in the solar
system (presumably apart from the earth) involves n_.tonly the problem of
estimating the likelihood of life ewolving 'spontaneous_' _Ithin the solar
system but also the problem of estimating the likellhood of life .having
entered and established itself in the solar system having evolved orig_nally
in another stellar system.
Priauit!vellfe from beyond the solar system
It is conceiveable that very primitive life from beyond the solar system
could have become established in a particularly favorable environment within
the solar system. Once an initial 'seed' or 'germ' became established
evolution could have then produced the advanced life forms that might be
expected to be found toda_ (such as actually fourd on the earth). This
D
case is of little i:retest, however, since the process of evolution, evolving
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life forms dictated by the e._.giro_ment,is the primary instru_,ent for the
life forms as finally observed. It makes little difference whether the
initial 'seed' is assumed to have had an origin from beyond the solar system
or whether the initial 'seed' is assumed to have been generated 'spontaneously'
•githin the solar system; the e.ndresults are the same.
Advanced life forms from beyond the so_!_ _-ystem
If instead of assuming that primitive life from beyond the solar system
became established in the solar _-_stem, it is assumed that some highly
evolved llfe forms immigrated to the solar system, it then becomes of some
interest to ask what part of the solar system provides the optimal environment
for such advanced llfe forms and, consequently, where might they be found in
the solar system.
It might be argued that _uch life forms would seek out the environments
similar to those from which they originally evolved. Advanced llfe from
beyond the solar system could, therefore, have established itselZ almost
anywhere in the solar system that can support llfe at all. Under theze
assumptions the environment in which such life forms are to be found will be
quite similar to the environments in which they originally evolved;
consequently, ruch llfe forms could conceivably also evolve locally (i.e.,
within the solar system) to fit the enviromlent. The likelihcod of such
life forms evolving locally becomes the same as the likelihood of such life
forms evolving in simLlar envlrbrm_nts _. the solar system, the conditi@ns
beLng comparable. It does not appear that the time scale beyond the solar
sytem could be largely different, since the universe is estimated to be only
about 7 billion yea_s old and it has taken about 2 billion years to evolve
the llfe on the earth. This means that it is unlikely that highly evolved
llfe forms from beyond the solar system wo,&Id settle in a favorable
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e_vironment within the solar system in which the local fauna have not as yet
evolved to as high a degree. The region of the universe within any reasonable
radius of the solar system may be assumed to have roughly the same age as the
solar*system|_ therefore it seems unlikely that life forms suitable for a
particular environment could have evolved more rapidly elsewhere and then
could have immigrated to the solar system, It is apparently sufficient to
treat the problem of the likelihood of llfe arisin_ spontaneously _thin the
solar system environment_ th_ question of whether or not the llfe forms
found came from beyond the solar system being largely a matter of ir_ifference.
Sophisticated life forms from beyond the solar system
If it is assumed that sophisticated life forms, which are not restricted
to ar_ particular narrow range of environments, have immigrated to the solar
system, then it may be assumed that such life forms would choose the optimal
environment within the solar system from among all of those available.
For example, man together with his machines, space ships, and elaborate
tschnology represents such a sophisticated form of life capable of 'livLng'
in a very wide range of environments (at least potentially if not currently).
Since sophisticated life is the on/y life which could conceivably transport
itself accross interstellardistances, it is only sophisticated life fr6m
bsy_a_dthe solar system which apparently needs concern us. Sophisticated life
can have an accelerated evolutionary rate (eg., man and machines); so t,hat
sophisticated life _rom bsyond the solar system could conceivably be more
_dvanced th_ the life forms which have evolved within the solar system.
If the sophisticated life obtained its high utility energy from contained
nuclear reactions (such as fission or fusion energy), it seems unlikely that
D
_uch life would enter the solar system (except possibly to obtai_ matter).
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If, ho_er_ such contained reactions tended to poison their environment with
radioactive wastes, if.might be that such life would seek a natural nuclear
reactor such as the sun. The sun obtains its energy at a low temperature
as compared with the temperature needed in thermonuclear devices for the
direct conversion of deuterium to helium. The low temperature of the sun,
in addition to its very cool envelope of only 5800°K, provides a very safe
source of energy which need not radioactive_ poison the environment. Since
it is assumed that life is essentially in a solid phase, the need to avoid
-. extraneous disruption of atoms from their proper sites might be a S_ficlent
motivation for sophisticated life to enter the solar system from without°
Assuming that sophisticated life does choose to utilize solar energy,
where is the optimum .uvironment in the solar system and where should one,
there.'ore, Search for such sophisticated life$ Th, _vtimal environment
appears to be in free space revolving around the sun in free fail. The
surface of a plane.* presents a number of awkward features which seriously
detracts from its desirability. A planet which rotates has periods of light
and dark. During the dark periods no energy is avaeilable, so that living
processes must either cease during the night or else energy must be stored
during the day to be utilized at night. In either case living p_'ocesses are
serious_v handicapped. At the very beet the high utility energy available is
halved in rate.
On the surface of a planet with an atmosphere the sink temperature for
the dissipation of low utility energy is much higher than the temperature of
deep space. For example,if it is assumed that Venus has a surface temperature
of 600°K, the maximum efficiency for the time rate conversion of solar energy
to useful work, according to Eq.(23), letting T be the temperature of the
surface of the sm_ as an outside limit t becomes
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"qm (58°° - + 6cx)) = ,
whereas assuming the temperature of 5800°K is available in outer space with
an infinite cold source at 3o5°K, th_ efficiency becomes
_m (58CO - 3,5)/(5800 + :goS) = 99.9%
Actually the ener_ available on the surface of Venus, or on any planet with
a dense atmosphere is axtreme!y small due to the absorption of the sunlight
in the atmosphere; and only a minute percent of the solar energy is available
for useful work.
In empty space the transport of matter necessary for the ordering processes
associated with life can take place along a geodesi_ without the expenditure
of energy° Man, for example, comsumes a large fraction of the energy he
expends in the transport of men and materials accross the surface of _he
earth. In outer space there would be no need to overcome frictional energy,
large
and there would be no necessity for the/exper_iture of energy for the lateral
transport of materials.
The transport processes on the surface of a planet being restricted to
the surface of the planet is essentiallytwo dimensional; whereas, in outer
space it would,in principle,be possible to order substances within a true
three dimc:.sionalarray. The ordering of materials in a three dimensional
arra_ could occur at a much faster rate and more economically than is possible
for a two dlm_nsional orderir_ process.
•, The time rate at which materials may b_ transported in a vacuum can be
very large; the frictional drag of an atmosphere would not interfere with
the time rat_ of transport of materials.
The absence of an atmosphere permits a fantastic control over the
possible temperaturesthat may be readily obtained. By shielding a body from
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the direct rays of the sun it is possible to obtain cryogenic temperatures
, O
down to about 3.5 Ko On the other hand,using a mirror to focus the sun's rays
it is possible to obtain temperatures approachin_ the temperature of the sun's
surface of 58OO°K. With little effort and no energy expenditure it is
possible to obtain a wide range of temperatures in outer space; while on the
surface of a planet with an atmosphere exoremely elaborate and costly systems
must be constructed to achieve the same results.
In outer space buildir_s and structuAes need not have the strength to
overcome the effects of gravity. The only l!mitat ons in outer space on the
strength of structures is prescribed by the impulses imparted to the structure
by the users of the structure° Structures need not be so severely limited in
size as is presently the case on the earth, for example.
A vacuum being readily available in outer space permits a wide variety _f
technologies presently ",possible on the surface of a planet with an atmosphere.
Direct line-of-sight communications which is impossible on the surface of
a planet is readily available in outer space.
There are a few apparent disadvantages to living it.outer space. An
environment requiring volitile liquids and gases under pressure needs a
containing envelope of some strength. No such envelopes are needed on the
surface of a planet which contains an atmosphere already at the required
pressure. Matter required must be taken from a body in the solar system
with a great deal of effort and a large expenditure of energy. However, once
the ma_er has been placed in the appropriate orbit about the sun. it will
be available for ever a f%er without an_ additional expenditure of energy. The
matter needed may,thus,be accumulated slowly and Lndefinitely over a period
of tame; and no large drain upon the reserves of the sophisticated life forms
need be ass,Am_. Cosmic rags, am well as soft X rays from the sun, might
produce disordering effects upon the sophisticated life forms. However,
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magnetic fields established over a large volume of space would effectively
shield life from energetic charged particles; and low density gas in a large
region wotOd effectively stop soft X rays. The magnetic field could be
maintained without energy expenditure by using currents .insuperconductors
which may be readily maintained in a superconducting state by virtue of the
cryoge_ic environment always available in outer space. Th_ g_e8 _t io_
densities could be maintained in l_ ,eballoons. None o_ _he _i_advantages
to livlng in outer space appear to be ins_xrmountableto sophisticated life.
The advantages to living in outer space as opposed to living on the surface
of a planet appear to far outweigh the disadvantages.
It being concluded that sophisticated life forms will not choose to live
on the surface of a planet, the question still remalns as to where such life
might be found if it were in the solar system. Assuming that the sophisticated
life will utilize solar energy, it may then be assumed that such life will be
found where it can utilize solar energy optimall_r. In the previ¢As Section
for the particular idealized solar engine considered there the optimum
distance from the sun was given by Eq.(60) or at 2.75 times the sun's radius.
At this distance l_l watts/cJ of useful mechanical power may be obtained at
an efficiency of ]7%. At farther distances from the sun the efficiency will
increase (but the maximum power for a fixed parabolic m_ror will decrease).
Assuming the parabolic mirror is made of real materials and reradiates the solar
energy it absorbs over a _I_solid angle it will attain an,equilibrium
temperature, Ts(rs/2rm)_= 2500°K. If this high temperature is inconvenient
for the parabolic mirror, then the sophisticated life forms might be expected
at some distant_ _ther from the san. It seems reasonable to expect that
such sophistAcated life forms w_uld choose som_ r_dius from the sun 17in_
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between the orbit of Mercury at 83._ time_ bh_ sun's radius and the sun's
surface.
If such life forms had entered the solar system millions of years ago_
and had been successful in maintaining themselves close to the s_j it is
perhaps reasonable to expect that by this time they might be utilizing a
measurable fraction of the energy radiated by the sun. There appears to
be no evidence that this is the case; solar energy appears to reach the
earth unimpeded by ar_ large size or large number of objects close to the
sun. If sophisticated life has entered the solar sytem aS if it has entered
to utilize solar energy, then it must have entered recent]_v (perhaps within
the last lO0,O00 years).
The present,ana_vsis is,perhaps,more useful in indicating where man
will eventually choose to settle and attain his highest utilization of energy,
rather than indicating where sophisticate life from beyond the solar w_s_m
has sJ_eady chosen to _ettle.
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